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Launcher window literally does not fit inside the screen, making the "start" button impossible to press. Amateur hour
developers.. Contents of the game: 5 Mb game engine 500 mb epic communist music Possibility of MAGA (Make Albania
Great Again) But seriously, demolish the bunkers first.. I'm sorry, but this game is incomprehensible garbage. The "instructions"
are unhelpful, and the messaging to the player throughout is unsatisfactory (e.g. if you have a budget deficit it won't allow you to
press "play" on time passing but also doesn't warn you about this, simply changing your screen to the economy screen with no
warning or explanation whatsoever). Then almost no matter what you do in the opening turns, the game ends with failure. This is
not fun, intelligent, or interesting. And I say that as a political sciences student and avid fan of political strategy games. Avoid
this game like the plague. It's literally the worst game I've played on Steam.

Rustler New trailer! : Hello folks, we have just published our gameplay trailer! - please mind that it comes from ALPHA
version and the game still improves! Just to clarify, the game is now TPP and we put the old top down action aside : ]
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